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ABSTRACT
Although data mining is a relatively new term, not the technology. Companies have used powerful computers for analyze
market research reports for years. However, it has new innovations while computer processing power, statistical software are
dramatically increasing the accuracy of analysis and risk of security while droping cost. Generally, data or knowledge
discovery is the process of analyzing data and patterns from many different dimensions or angles from different sources
standardization it into useful information, that can be used to increase revenue .The various integrated tools introduced are
pieces of software that are run on a particular dataset at a particular time for a particular purpose. In our paper we introduce a
framework for security and integration for GUI based operation system such as Linux or Unix ,in which we allow various
unexpected discoveries. We introduced security icons which work effectively with GUI which increase the utility in
determining patterns , accuracy ,privacy and decreasing security issues.
Keywords: GUI, LINUX, Gnome, KDE

1. INTRODUCTION
Current mainstream operating systems that are
used for desktop computing, e.g. Windows, Mac OS X, or
Linux-based systems, proved unsatisfactory when it comes
to security. The major problem with current systems is
their inability to provide effective isolation between
various programs running on one machine. E.g. if the users
Web browser gets compromised, the OS is usually unable
to protect other users applications and data from also being
compromised. The above situation is a direct result of
certain architectural design decisions, which include overcomplexity of the OS API, insecure GUI design, the
monolithic kernel architecture. We can try to take the
reactive approach, as many vendors do today, and try to
patch every single known security bug. But such approach
not only scale well, but simply does not work .Patching
can only address known and popular attacks, but offers no
protection against new, or less popular threats. A GUI uses
windows, icons, and menus to carry out commands such as
opening files, deleting files, moving files and although
many GUI OS are operated by mouse, keyboard. Unlike a
command line OS like Unix or MS-DOS, GUI OS are
much easier for end-users to learn and use because
commands do not need to be known or memorized.
Because of their ease of use, GUI OS have become the
dominant OS used by end-users. Examples of a GUI OS
are Microsoft Windows, Apple System 7 and Mac OS X
etc. A few examples of a GUI interfaces are GNOME and
KDE. Various aspects of secure GUI based operating
systems have been analyzed
as security patterns.

However, existing patterns do not cover explicitly the
secure interaction of users with the user interface of
applications. Especially GUI tend to get complex and
vulnerable to security measures and Malware such as
Trojan Horses, spoofing and eavesdropping, and spyware
which remain to be persistent security threats that exploit
the overly complex GUI of today’s commodity operating
systems.. A secure graphical interface system has to
provide a trusted path between the user and the application.
The trusted path must be allow integrity, authentication,
confidentiality of the transmitted data. We present a
framework for security and integration for GUI systems
and evaluate its use in different implementations which
shows how to fulfill the security requirements of a trusted
path while preserving, in a policy-driven way, the
flexibility that graphical user interfaces generally demand.
Virtualization enable security? Virtualization allows to
create isolated containers, the Virtual Machines (VM).
VMs can be much better isolated between each other than
standard processes in monolithic kernels of popular OS
like Windows or Linux. This is because the interface
between the VM and the hypervisor can be much simpler,
and also the hypervisor itself can be much simpler.
Additionally modern computers have hardware support for
virtualization which allows for further simplification of the
hypervisor code, as well as for creating more robust
system configurations, e.g. using so called driver domains
special hardware isolated containers for hosting. The vast
majority of visualization tools introduced so far are
specialized pieces of software that are explicitly run on a
particular dataset at a particular time for a particular
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purpose. Although there are techniques to identify
applications, such as verification of digital signatures of
program binaries or secure bootstrap mechanisms, these
identities need to be reliably shown to the user. For
security-critical applications users need to be able to
clearly identify the application they are interacting with,
and to be sure the data they enter cannot be accessed by
unauthorized applications. The user interface system must
be able to isolate the input and output channels of different
applications. In former times, applications behaved
friendly and cooperated with each other to please the user.
GUIs designed twenty five years ago do everything to
facilitate communication among applications without
bothering application programmers with security protocols.
Today, computers are ubiquitously connected to networks
and it is usual practice to download applications and
applets from untrusted sources. This practice brings along
the risk of falling prey to malware . Once installed on a
system, malicious code can furthermore exploit the
networking facilities to communicate. In 2008, the overdue
discussion about what OS designers can do about GUI
security was brought back to life by J. Shapiro with the
presentation of the Trusted Window System. However ,
the presented approach supports only a dedicated set of
applications compiled for the particular platform while the
broad range of mass-market software is not available.
In contrast, current OS and virtualization
techniques provide powerful ways of securing applications
while retaining support for legacy software. It provides
coarse grained isolation of concurrently running virtual
machines and heads toward multi-level security. The
isolation mechanisms implemented by these platforms
enable the safe execution of security applications aside of a
sandboxed legacy OS. With our work, we complement
these techniques by an extremely minimized secure GUI to
fight security problems such as spyware and Trojan Horses.
We address the following classes of malware:
•

•

Spying on other applications: No application
should be able to obtain sensitive information
from another application via the GUI, for ex. by
taking a screen shot.
Spy which observing the user: Spyware should
not be able to sample key strokes and mouse
actions.

Denial of service of the user interface: Current overly
complex GUIs are prone to denial-of-service attacks driven
by client applications. Such applications can infinitely grab
the mouse pointer or open a full-screen window that
captures all input events to make the user interface
inaccessible. When relying on high availability, malicious
or faulty applications are an unbearable risk. Trojan Horses

mimic trusted applications to wrest sensitive information
from the user. High complexity of system software implies
a high risk for the robustness and security of dependent
software components. The GUI server is a crucial part of
system software on which end-user applications absolutely
need to rely. Consequently, the design of the GUI server
described in this section follows the principle of minimal
complexity. We only integrate mechanisms for enforcing
security and a core of mandatory GUI functions that
cannot be implemented in another system component.
However, the realization of a secure GUI system is an
important. However, existing secure GUI systems have
some elements in common on a conceptual level. We
present a pattern for secure GUI systems and evaluate its
use in the different Spyware and Trojan Horses are crucial
security problems of today but they are not widely
addressed by developers of OS and GUI, who are afraid of
breaking compatibility with existing commodity
applications.

2. SECURE GUI SYSTEM PATTERN
Intent: Provide a trusted path between the user and the
application the user intends to use. Security-critical
applications require integrity and confidentiality of user
input and displayed output.
(i)

Let us consider an Example:Consider a login
dialog box on a graphical window system where
the user has to enter a password. The user must be
ensure that the dialog displayed corresponds to
the login. Additionally, the data transmitted
between the login dialog and the user should not
be possible to be spyware and malwares .

(ii)

Related Situation: You need to provide a GUI
for various applications with different security
requirements for one or more users. You need to
ensure that the application the user in front of the
input/output devices is currently interacting with,
cannot appear to fake and cannot be appear for
marware , eavesdrop or manipulated by other
applications.
Problem Related: Providing security for user
interfaces is non-trivial because they often rely on
and can communicate with various other
components. The problem is to combine the
individual goals(security, authentica- tion and
confidentiality and usability) in so that efficient
interaction with the user interface remains
possible. Applications can impose other
applications by adapting the look and feel. An

(iii)
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attack on the user’s privacy can be performed by
applications that are marware, eavesdrop e.g.,
keyloggers typically install themselves as device
drivers to intercept all keyboard events. In
particular, the solution to this problem has to
resolve the following forces:
-

(iv)

Consequences for the Problem:

Applying this pattern is expected to result in the following
benefits:
-

-

Trusted path for the user input and the application
output is made. This channel is secure against
marwares,
eavesdrop
manipulation
by
unauthorized applica- tions.
The resulting SUI system is very flexible since
labeling and access decisions can be delegated to
the policy.

However, this pattern may also have the liabilities as
consequences:
•

•

-

To provide a GUI system applications that have
proper authentication, constrai- nts that have
trusted path to invoke interaction at any time and
can be used by several applications
simultaneously. Unauthorized applications should
not be able to eavesdrop. For example, in a multilevel security system copy & paste has to adhere
to the information flow policy.
Solution: The central idea is to protect all user
input/output through a Secure User Interface SUI
system, and to separate the content drawn by
applications from what is actually displayed on
the screen. The SUI controls solely the input
events from the user input devices and graphics
rendering hardware. Only one application is
active at a certain time, i.e., it has the “input
focus”. Hence, only the SUI decides how it is
going to be displayed on the screen and what will
be displayed and SUI has to detect trusted path
invocation e.g., when the user wants to switch the
input focus to another application.

(v)

need extra training and education to understand
the meaning of the colors.

The SUI might become a single point of failure. If
the SUI does not work correctly, the whole
system might become unusable for users, or the
security of user intentions is compromised.
There might be usability issues due to security
constraints of GUI system. For example, when
applying a window labeling policy, users might

There is need to trust the SUI, the components for
a high assurance system, it require high assurance
for their development and integrity, eavesdropping protection during runtime.

The actual implementation of the labeling in the SUI
can be fitted to many scenarios. For example, one can
implement different labeling methods for color blind
people, and another can use a special braille external
interface with separated “secure label zone” for blind
people. It is also possible to decouple the label from
the screen at all. For example, an additional small
display attached to the keyboard could display the
security level of the application that has currently the
input focus. Another area of extension is to control
audio input/output in the same way as it is done with
keyboard inputs.
(vi)

Related Framework:

On an architectural view, the Secure GUI System
framework is a Single Access Point for users to the
graphical interfaces of the system’s applications, especially
keyboard/mouse and processing unit. This is similar to the
Secure GUI System pattern since the SUI system controls
the usage of the graphics output and the user input and
provide authenticity of the end points. Actually the Secure
GUI System can use the Reference Monitor pattern to
implement a policy-driven secure GUI. For example,
digital certificates of program binaries can be used to
reliably identify applications, which OS has to verify when
a process is started. The SUI has to be executed in an
Execution Domain which restricts the usage of the user I/O
devices solely to the SUI. To protect the input sent to an
application and the output sent to the graphics hardware, it
must be possible to isolate memory. Process isolation can
be achieved with the Virtual Address Space pattern. To
protect the SUI process from other processes and to allow
some applications additional privileges, the Secure Process
pattern used to isolate processes and assign authorization
rights. Some applications have special dedicated meaning
and hence have additional privileges. For example, a
screen snapshot application would need to capture the
graphical output of other applications.

III. CONCLUSION
Secure operating systems need secure user
interfaces provide users a trusted path to applications. We
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have presented a security pattern for graphical user
interface systems. It shows how to control the access to
user input/output devices such as keyboard, mouse, and
display, and how to provide an indication of authenticity of
applications to the user. The framework can be found in
both research prototypes and commercial products. We
expect this framework to be an important amendment to
other operating system security patterns.
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